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Abstract

Different microstructural configurations of Ni–Al martensite are described on the meso- and atomic-scale, based on

transmission electron microscopy images at conventional and atomic resolution. The observed structural features are

described in close correlation with modern linear and non-linear continuum models, explaining the existence of par-

ticular orientations and stress accommodating features such as lattice reorientation, twin tapering and bending. � 2002

Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Intermetallic Ni–Al compounds with a composition in the range between 42 and 70 at.% Ni attract much
attention due to a unique combination of a high melting point, a low density and a high oxidation resis-
tance. Moreover, like many other B2 compounds, Ni-rich Ni–Al (with about 62–69 at.% Ni) undergoes a
diffusionless cubic-to-tetragonal martensitic transformation on cooling. The resulting structure is usually
described in terms of the L10 ordering and forms multiply twinned martensite plates (Baele et al., 1987;
Chakravorty and Wayman, 1976; Schryvers, 1993). Each twin variant can be regarded as one deformation
variant in the cubic-to-tetragonal description of this transformation, as shown in Fig. 1. On heating, the B2
structure is restored by the reverse transformation yielding shape memory behaviour.

The formation of multiply twinned martensite plates or combinations of such plates is governed by the
accommodation of the shape change and minimisation of the elastic energy. Each plate consists of two of
the three possible deformation variants U1, U2 and U3 described by the diagonal matrix ðg1; g1; g3Þ and
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permutations hereof, where g1 < 1 < g3. The microtwin planes inside these martensite plates are close
packed f111g type planes in the L10 description of the martensite structure and they originate from former
f110g type planes of the B2 austenite. In compositions with less than 63 at.% Ni, the martensite has a fine
periodical microtwin structure (Martynov et al., 1983; Schryvers and Tanner, 1991) with a typical stacking
period of seven close packed layers in a (5�22) sequence and denoted as 14M (Otsuka et al., 1993) (formerly
referred to as 7R or 7M). Occasionally, other stacking sequences, such as a 10 layered stacking have been
observed (Chandrasekaran et al., 1992). Within the concept of minimisation of the elastic energy the nu-
merical values of the deformation parameters dictate the final volume fractions k, rigid body rotations Ri,
habit plane normals mi, etc. When the transformation proceeds, each plate will continue to grow and finally
martensite–martensite interfaces will be formed. When disregarding local differences in microtwin se-
quences, such interfaces can be referred to as macrotwin planes. Although interfaces between different
martensite plates resulting from this type of transformation have been investigated before (Baele et al.,
1987; Chakravorty and Wayman, 1976), no detailed study on the atomic configurations at these interfaces
has been conducted so far for Ni–Al. It is clear that the local atomic structure of the interfaces could play
an important role in the reversibility and thus the shape memory behaviour of these materials.

In the present paper an overview of different micro- and nanoscale configurations of martensite mi-
crostructures and martensite–martensite interfaces in Ni–Al as observed in different transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) modes will be presented. A variety of different configurations is obtained by applying
different materials preparation methods, particularly by altering the cooling rate and solidification con-
ditions. It will be shown that local stress and composition conditions can play an important role in the final
structures appearing. The formed interfaces will depend on the original choice of deformation variants, the
actual orientation of the microtwin planes and the stability of the volume fractions on either side. Ex-
perimental measures and typical configurations are compared with theoretical predictions from continuum
theories.

2. Experiment

Ni–Al bulk material with a Ni content of 65 at.% Ni, further referred to as 65Ni, was prepared in the
form of ingots by arc melting starting from 99.99% pure elements. The ingots are homogenised by an-
nealing for 1 h at 1250 �C, followed by a water quench. Ni–Al splat-cooled samples of the same compo-
sition were prepared by pressing a free falling droplet of the melt in between two copper pistons that are

Fig. 1. Schematic of the cubic-to-tetragonal transformation showing (a) the different deformation variants, (b) the combination of two

variants around a microtwin plane (2D projection) and (c) the configuration of a microtwinned plate.
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shot against each other with a velocity of 8 m/s (Schryvers and Holland-Moritz, 1998). The solidification of
the melt results from the heat transfer occurring during the contact of the pistons with the melt. A cooling
rate of approximately 9� 105 K/s is obtained. The resulting discs have a diameter of approximately 20 mm
and a thickness of about 200 lm. Melt-spun Ni–Al ribbons, again with the same composition, were pre-
pared by the single-roller melt-spinning technique with a cooling rate between 105 and 106 K/s (Potapov
et al., 2000).

From bulk, splat-cooled as well as melt-spun samples, 3 mm diameter discs suitable for observations in
TEM were obtained. These discs were then thinned by the double-jet electropolishing technique using a
Struers Tenupol-3 instrument (Schryvers and Tanner, 1990).

Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and low magnification observations were carried out using a
Philips CM20 Twin microscope, allowing large tilting angles along two perpendicular axes. This instrument
is also equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis detector, yielding compositional infor-
mation of small regions. The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images were
recorded on a JEOL 4000EX top-entry microscope. Both instruments are equipped with a LaB6 filament,
providing a coherent electron beam necessary for HRTEM work. Supporting electron energy loss spec-
troscopy (EELS) was performed on a CM30 instrument equipped with a Gatan imaging filter and a field-
emission gun for high brightness and coherency.

3. Results

In the present contribution, the results of the covered studies are organised per material preparation
technique. First some particular martensite microstructures observed in splat-cooled samples are presented,
followed by evidence for nanoscale multistructural phases observed in melt-spun material. Finally, atomic-
scale detail of martensite–martensite interfaces in bulk samples is shown and discussed.

3.1. Splat-cooled material

Splat-cooled 65Ni material is nearly completely transformed into martensite at room temperature with
only a few retained B2 grains. Some grains are fully transformed into a single microtwinned martensite
plate, i.e., with one family of microtwin planes, while others reveal different microtwinning planes. An
example of the latter is shown in Fig. 2a, showing irregular microtwinning. Indeed, in the lower-right part a
fine and a broad sequence are observed while in the upper-left part broad untwinned regions alternating
with fine twinning are found. Moreover, the interface (running between the two arrows) between both parts
in Fig. 2a has a stairway configuration with steps parallel with one of the microtwin planes (always the one
in the lower-right part), i.e., a former (1 1 0)B2 plane, and parts slightly deviating from the symmetrical
orientation between both twin planes, i.e., a former (1 0 0)B2 plane (Schryvers and Holland-Moritz, 1998).
Accurate measurements of the martensite lattice parameters, as obtained from HRTEM lattice images,
indicate large local differences yielding c=a ratios ranging from 0.86, which is a normal bulk value for the
present composition, to 0.95 which is extremely high and nearly yielding a cubic unit cell (Schryvers, 1999).
Moreover, the microtwins of the upper-left plate are slightly curved. The latter is also visible in diffraction
(not shown) and is thus a genuine structural effect and not an imaging feature.

Other peculiar features are found in some grains especially around grain boundaries from former B2
grains with relatively small orientation differences. An example of this is shown in Fig. 2b where a thin
martensite plate, running from lower-left to upper-right, is seen next to a larger one extending beyond the
bottom-right corner. Again strong variations in the microtwin stacking sequences are found in both plates.
Moreover, it is seen that the fine twinning occurs in both grains in an alternating fashion, i.e., a fine
twinning in the thin plate roughly changes over the boundary into a broad variant in the large plate and
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vice versa. In most cases these alternations are correlated with distinct steps or facets of the grain boundary.
Furthermore, some dislocations are also seen in the broadest variants of the thin plate as well as some
tapering of microtwins.

3.2. Melt-spun material

Fig. 3 shows the typical microstructure of as-spun 65Ni material observed at room temperature. Most of
the material is transformed into the martensite phase as confirmed by SAED. Still, several untransformed
B2 regions with a typical lateral size of 300 nm are present. Untransformed B2 regions occupy approxi-
mately 1/4 of the entire 65Ni material, which is in good agreement with accompanying X-ray data (Potapov
et al., 2000). The SAED examination reveals that the B2 parts distributed over a large area of the sample
have an identical crystallographic orientation, indicating a common crystallographic origin, i.e., a single

Fig. 2. Bright field TEM images of typical martensite microstructures in splat-cooled 65Ni: (a) irregular microtwin sequences and steps

at interplate interface indicated by arrows (the original B2 lattice directions are also added), (b) alternating fine and broad twinning on

either side of facetted interface running from lower-left to upper-right.

Fig. 3. Typical TEM image of nanoscale B2 regions in a martensite matrix in melt-spun 65Ni. The SAED patterns indicate twinned

L10, LP microtwinned martensite and the precursor state in the B2 region.
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former B2 austenite grain. Near the Bragg positions, strong h110iB2 diffuse streaks are observed indicating
that the B2 regions are in the precursor state with respect to the {1 1 0} h1 � 10iB2 shear transformation
(Chakravorty and Wayman, 1976; Schryvers and Tanner, 1990). The L10 regions show the internally
twinned morphology typical for Ni–Al martensite plates. Close examination of the SAED patterns reveals a
faint diffuse streaking along h111iL10 indicating the presence of multiple aperiodical {1 1 1} h110iL10
stacking defects, in this case resulting in varying twin widths.

In contrast to the strictly periodical seven layered 14M structure, observed in bulk material (Martynov
et al., 1983), the long period (LP) martensite in melt-spun 65Ni shows a periodicity varying between 7 and
10 layers which confirms an earlier report by Chandrasekaran et al. (1992). As a rule, this finely twinned LP
structure appears nearby the untransformed B2 regions, sometimes forming an intermediate layer between
the L10 and B2 structures. The L10 and LP structures can replace each other smoothly without changing the
microtwin plane.

As the martensitic transformation is known to proceed by a displacive transformation mechanism, a
sharp habit plane is normally observed between the parent and transformed structures. As seen from Fig. 3,
conventional TEM images of interfaces between B2 and martensite in spun 65Ni are blurred usually in-
dicating an inclined or less sharp interface. HRTEM indeed shows a gradual lattice distortion over such an
interface (Potapov et al., 2000).

In order to investigate the local composition, melt-spun material was examined by precise EDX analysis.
B2 regions are characterised by a Ni depleted area about twice the size as the structural B2 area, i.e., the
region of lower Ni content extends to about 100 nm around the B2 precipitate. Although EDX analysis
intrinsically implies a random error of 	0.5 at.%, the present extensive statistics allows one to conclude that
the B2 regions in 65Ni contain on average 1–3 at.% less Ni than the L10 (14M) matrix (Potapov et al.,
2000). An additional proof of these concentration inhomogenities is provided by EELS analysis, using the
Al dependency of the second sub-peak of the NiL3 absorption peak as a relative composition measure
(Potapov et al., 2000). Similarly, in 62.5Ni melt-spun material, occasional martensite plates in the austenite
matrix correspond with a local increase in Ni of the same amount. It is thus concluded that these structural
inhomogeneities (i.e., small regions with an atomic structure deviating from that of the matrix) originate
from local composition fluctuations most probably appearing during crystallisation. Such fluctuations are
known to severely affect the Ms temperature (Au and Wayman, 1972; Potapov et al., 2000; Smialek and
Hehemann, 1973).

3.3. Bulk material

Martensite microstructures in cubic-to-tetragonal transformations have been documented to a great
extend in the past (Chakravorty and Wayman, 1976), also including comparisons with numerical results
from phenomenological theories (Baele et al., 1987; Chakravorty and Wayman, 1976). Recently, using
experimental data from HRTEM images and theoretical findings from advanced continuum theories, more
detail could be obtained on these matters (Ball and Schryvers, 2001).

In bulk, but also in splat-cooled samples as already seen from Fig. 2, a diversity of macrotwin
boundaries is found when observing the material at the mesoscale. Indeed, as illustrated in Fig. 4, mac-
rotwin boundaries between two microtwinned martensite plates with microtwins originating from per-
pendicular (1 1 0)B2 and (1�1 0)B2 planes can be almost planar or they can reveal a zig-zag or wavy
configuration. Without descending to the atomic level, the fine structure of all these macrotwin boundaries
can be described using two basic constitutive elements. These two elements are clearly distinct and will be
referred to as ‘‘crossing’’ type and ‘‘step’’ type elements. The crossings seen in Fig. 4a correspond to sit-
uations where the two plates have similar microtwin widths and the terminology refers to the fact that the
deformations of one plate are seen to penetrate to some extent into the other plate. The resulting macrotwin
boundary is a prior {1 0 0}B2 plane. The steps in Fig. 4b reveal a configuration in which one set of
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microtwins ends at a twin plane of the other plate and this over a distance of several microtwins. This
situation is seen to occur in cases where there is a strong but local variation in twin width on one or both
sides of the interface as also seen in Fig. 2a. The single step in Fig. 4a is also found at a site where changes in
the twin widths occur (finer on the left, broader on the right). Usually, the smallest twins seem to be stopped
by the plate accommodating the widest twins, the latter thus providing the macrotwin interface, which is,
locally, a prior {1 1 0}B2 plane.

The combination of these two constitutive elements can explain the diversity in macrotwin boundaries
observed at the mesoscale. When the crossing type boundary is dominant, the interface is ideally a prior
{1 0 0}B2 plane as in Fig. 4a. When the step type boundary is dominant, a zig-zag configuration is observed
which corresponds with the alternation of (1 1 0)B2 and (1�1 0)B2 planes for the interface as in the upper
part of the Fig. 4b. Note that a configuration with regular alternating step sizes yields a macrotwin
boundary with an average orientation again corresponding to a prior {1 0 0}B2 plane. Finally, the combi-
nation of these two constitutive elements in a more or less random way and with differences in the width of
the blocks can give wavy macrotwin boundaries or an abrupt change in the direction of the macrotwin
boundary (bottom part Fig. 4b).

An alternative distinction on the mesoscale can be made by measuring the angle a between the two
families of microtwin planes. Irrespective of the step or crossing nature of the macrotwin interface, angles
larger or smaller than 90� have been observed, as also indicated in Fig. 4. The fact that even for a single
macrotwin interface both cases can be measured providing a drastic change in orientation of the boundary,
as seen in Fig. 4b, indicates that this changing orientation has some correlation with the plate growth,
rather than with the original nucleation configuration. The comparison with 90� stems from the fact that
the prior {1 1 0)B2 planes of these two sets of microtwin planes are perpendicular to one another. This angle
will be referred to below as a.

When observing the macrotwin boundaries at high magnification and under atomic resolution condi-
tions as in Fig. 5, it is seen that the widest microtwin variants on both sides of the interface belong to the
same deformation variant, e.g., U1. The present example corresponds with an a > 90� crossing case, but the
same conclusion holds for a < 90� as well as for the step configuration. To what extent this is an intrinsic
characteristic or rather due to particular choices during the TEM observations is unclear at present (only

Fig. 4. Different microstructural configurations observed at macrotwin boundaries between plates with close to perpendicular mi-

crotwins: (a) crossing type between plates with stable volume fractions and (b) step type at changing microtwin widths.
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few interfaces can be properly investigated by HRTEM, mainly because of the need for observing along
well-defined crystallographic directions). As the plates involved will be slightly rotated in opposite direc-
tions by the rigid body rotations Ri, including a component in the plane and one out of the plane, the final
orientation of the similar variants will also slightly differ. For the present case where a > 90� the elongated
axis of the largest microtwin variant is close to perpendicular to the macrotwin interface, as seen from the
rectangles in Fig. 5. On the contrary, for the a < 90� case, this direction is close to parallel with this in-
terface. The actually measured angles between the two families of microtwin planes differ considerably from
interface to interface: values ranging from 84� to 97� have been found (Ball and Schryvers, 2001).

3.4. Crossing type boundaries

In Fig. 5 the two microtwin sequences are seen to penetrate each other so that all four twin variants are
in contact and thus involved in the formation of the interface. This interface is not a sharp plane but rather
a transition layer of approximately 5–10 nm wide around a prior {1 0 0}B2 plane acting as a mirror and
allowing for a gradual rotation of the atom planes from the core of one microtwin sequence into the other.
This results in a mixed deformation region at the transition layer, as evidenced by the power spectra of the
U1 variants in Fig. 5, as obtained by Fourier transform of the scanned images.

The actual angle between the prior [1 0 0]B2 directions in the U1 variants on either side of the interface is
observed to be 6–8�, while that for the U2 variants is 14–16�. The observed difference between the large (U1)
and small (U2) variants corresponds well with the rigid body rotation bringing the larger variants closer to
their undeformed orientation.

Further away from the interface the microtwins are often seen to bend or reorient over a distance be-
tween 50 and 500 nm on either side. This is clear from the overviews in Fig. 6a and b (and also seen in Fig.
2a). In the first case, a discrete reorientation is observed at the trace in between the arrows, i.e., further and
closer to the macrotwin interface the microtwin planes remain unrotated. In the second case, however, the
microtwin planes are seen to bend gradually when approaching the macrotwin interface. Moreover, this
bending is in opposite directions in the left and right parts, i.e., at (0 1 0)B2 and (1 0 0)B2 type interfaces,
respectively. This indicates that this accommodation feature is not only related to the relative orientations
of both plates involved but also to the actual macrotwin plane.

Fig. 5. HRTEM image of a crossing type macrotwin revealing local orientations of microtwin variants as well as local deformations in

the central region. The power spectra are taken from the largest U1 variants underneath the prints. The present example has a > 90�.
The arrows indicate the relative direction of shearing of the close packed planes with respect to the atomic positions in the austenite.
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As such a macrotwin interface involves contact regions between variants of the same type but with
different rigid body rotations implied by the respective choice of microtwin orientation in each plate on
either side, this interface cannot be formed as part of an overall energy minimising configuration including
austenite–martensite interfaces surrounding the entire configuration (Ball and James, 1987; Bhattacharya,
1991). This is confirmed by the fact that all self-accommodating configurations embedded in austenite as
well as a single in situ observation of martensite nucleation consist of all three variants and angles of 120�
between the different microtwin planes (Schryvers and Holland-Moritz, 1998; Van Tendeloo and Schryvers,
1999). By the same reasoning, if such plates are forced to make contact because of the nucleation and
growth process, extra stress accommodating features are expected to be observed. Still, as this accom-
modation will only take place after contact it will be restricted to an area relatively close to the macrotwin.
The original orientation of the microtwin planes can thus still be recognised far away from the macrotwin.
The angle between the two families of microtwin planes measured outside the bending regions can thus be
compared with the calculation of the angle h between the original {1 1 0} plane in the austenite and the
corresponding microtwin plane in the respective martensite plate

cos h ¼ 1þ g3z
2

ð1þ g3Þz
with z ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g�2
1 þ g�2

3

2

r
: ð1Þ

In practice, as the actual rotation axes are not exactly parallel with [0 0 1]B2, the calculated values for h
have to be transformed into the net angle a between the normals n of the microtwin planes before being
compared with the experimental measurements for a, as shown in the ‘‘a (from h)’’ column in Table 1.

Now it can be shown (Ball and Schryvers, 2001) that if two plates with (1 1 0)B2 and (1�1 0)B2 microtwin
planes and with the same relative volume fractions for the U1 and U2 variants are forced to be compatible
over a macrotwin interface, then, assuming a zero-energy continuous deformation, the macrotwin plane
must either be a former (1 0 0)B2 plane or a former (0 1 0)B2 plane. This is an important result as it provides a
rigorous argument for the observation of the {1 0 0}B2 type interfaces, although these do not appear in the
overall energy minimising configurations (Ball and James, 1987; Bhattacharya, 1991). That this reasoning is
not in contradiction with the previously mentioned non-existence of such an overall energy minimising
configuration, is due to the fact that now only compatibility over the central macrotwin is assumed and no
surrounding austenite–martensite interfaces are taken into account. The angle a between the microtwin
planes for the (1 0 0)B2 case is then given by 90�þ c � /, with

tan
/
2
¼ g3q

g1ð1þ qÞ with q ¼ k
g23 � g21
g23 þ g21

; ð2Þ

and for the (0 1 0)B2 case by 90�� c þ /, with

Fig. 6. Two examples of structural features accommodating stresses remaining after the coalescence of two microtwinned martensite

plates: (a) discrete reorientation and (b) continuous bending.
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tan
/
2
¼ g1q

g3ð1� qÞ ð3Þ

with c defined in Fig. 1b and k the volume fraction of the small variant. Finally, the numerical values listed
in the last column of Table 1 are obtained from theory and experiment, the latter using measures close to
the interface.

Comparing the calculated and observed values for c and k indicates that the assumption of volume
preservation is indeed valid. Although the spread in measured values for a is relatively large, the order of
magnitudes are in good agreement and the directions of rotation are confirmed. Using the proper values for
the deformation parameters g1 and g3 it is predicted that the stress accommodation close to the interface
leads to a smaller deviation from the cubic 90� angle for the a > 90� case while it yields a larger deviation
for the a < 90� case. However, the calculated differences between a and / are relatively small, so that one
wonders whether this will have an observable effect. Still, as seen from the example in Fig. 6b where a ¼ 92�
for the (1 0 0)B2 macrotwin and 88� for the (0 1 0)B2 one, this angle is decreased for both macrotwin parts
when approaching the interface, confirming the predicted behaviour based on the continuum calculation
for /. In fact, the difference in rigid body rotations on both sides of the macrotwin implies that, in principle,
no perfect zone orientation can be found to obtain good HRTEM images around the macrotwin. As many
well-resolved images were obtained, this could indicate that the / correction also compensates for these
differences.

The large variation in measured values could possibly be related to the fact that local and possibly
dynamic features that are not taken into account by the present model can play an important role in
shaping the actual atomic and microstructural features of the macrotwin interfaces. Moreover, when
measuring and comparing a and /, it is assumed that the rotation of the lattice can be measured through
the bending of the microtwins, which is overestimating / as atomic step ledges are also observed to play a
role in the microtwin bending (Ball and Schryvers, 2001). Also, as the measures away from the macrotwin
interface originate from low magnification images in which the traces of the microtwins are only seen when
their planes are not perfectly viewed edge-on, the slight but necessary misalignment will also introduce some
inaccuracy and differences between measures from different images. Aside from these stress accommodation
features away and close to the interface, the highly strained tips of the smaller U2 variants as well as the
averaged orientation of the U1 parts exactly at the macrotwin interface will also accommodate remaining
stresses.

3.5. Step type boundaries

The step type boundary locally involves only three microtwin variants and can be simplified to the case
where one microtwin sequence meets a pure variant. The transition layer that will allow the microtwin
sequence to form a coherent interface with the pure variant is restricted to this microtwin sequence while
the other sequence stays almost unaffected. The orientation difference due to the different rigid body

Table 1

Calculated and measured microstructural parameters based on deformation parameters g1 ¼ 0:93 and g3 ¼ 1:15 measured under the

assumption of volume preservation

c k h a (from h) 90�� c 	 /

Calculated 12.2� 0.35 2.9� 93.7�, 86.3� þ,�: 92.4�, �,þ: 85.2�
Observed 12.5� 0.35 – 92–97�, 83–86� 90–95�, 83–85�

In ‘‘a (from h)’’ the distinction between cases with a larger and smaller than 90� is made and measurements are made far from the

interface, while for ‘‘90�� c 	 /’’ the measurements are made close to the interface and separated into the (1 0 0)B2 and (0 1 0)B2 cases

mentioned in formulas (2) and (3).
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rotations on both sides, is accommodated by a local lattice deformation within this single microtwinned
plate. An example of such a transition layer is shown in Fig. 7. The transition from the core of the plate on
the right part of the figure to the single variant U2 on the left starts by a bending deformation which affects
both U1 and U2 variants. The deformation can be a pure bending or be assisted by the appearance of
dislocations. Getting closer to the interface, the thinnest variant (U2) will disappear to the benefit of the
other one (U1) through the formation of a needle structure. The disappearance of the thin variant asso-
ciated with the bending deformation leads to the formation of a twin configuration between variant U2 of
one laminate and variant U1 of the other one. Only very small lattice distortions in the left U2 variant are
observed at the sites of the incoming needles.

When limiting our measurements to situations where no dislocations are observed, a full treatment of the
experimental measures yields the plot shown in Fig. 8. Here the dependence of the bending as Dy with the
distance x to the macrotwin interface (as indicated on Fig. 7) and measured from HRTEM images is
presented. The major influence on the precision of the measurements is that of the averaging over different
planes at a given step configuration.

Fig. 7. HRTEM image of a step at a macrotwin interface, located on the left. The overlay lines highlight the microtwin planes. The

vertical double arrow indicates the area over which the average volume fraction kðxÞ or k1 is measured.

Fig. 8. Comparison between experimental measures and theoretical simulations of the bending with distance from the interface (two

different deformation parameter sets were used for the latter).
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Also given in Fig. 8 are the calculated values for the bending based on a 2D linear elasticity model using
deformation parameters g1 and g3. The function is given by

dDy
dx

¼ � 4 dj j
1þ e1

k1 � k xð Þð Þ ð4Þ

with

e1 ¼
g1 þ g3

2
� 1 and d ¼ g1 � g3

2
ð5Þ

with kðxÞ the volume fraction at the position x and k1 the stable volume fraction far away from the in-
terface (Boullay et al., 2001). The uncertainty on the input values for g1, g3 and k are incorporated into the
theoretical curves, yielding the uncertainty flags around the calculated points. It can be seen that the po-
sition of the start of the bending as measured from HRTEM images is well reproduced by the simulations,
but the amount of bending between 5 and 10 nm is slightly underestimated by the theoretical approach.
Closer to the interface, however, the curvature of the graphs becomes similar indicating that in this region
the behaviour of the discrete crystal lattice is well described by the present continuum model. Changing the
values of g1 and g3 (i.e., using literature data (small open dots) (Boullay et al., 2001) or present measures
from HRTEM assuming volume preservation (small full dots)) yields a slightly different curvature for the
theoretical graphs.

4. Conclusions

Although the principal parameters governing the microstructure of martensite are well known, the ac-
tually observed configurations still reveal many complex phenomena that can intuitively be understood but
cannot exactly be modeled as yet. These include small structural differences due to compositional and/or
stress configurational inhomogeneities. A first attempt to such a modeling provides new understanding of
the nano- and microstructures existing at and around macrotwin boundaries between plates with close to
mutually perpendicular microtwin planes.

The use of samples prepared under different external conditions allows us to reveal and compare a range
of different micro- and nanostructures. In general it can be stated that the fast quenching procedures induce
less homogeneous microstructures, in composition (e.g., B2 regions in martensite plates in melt-spun rib-
bons) as well as in stress regimes (more irregular microtwin sequences). Such inhomogeneities will certainly
affect the transformation behaviour and thus the shape memory conditions, e.g., by smearing out Ms over a
broader temperature range.

Continuum theory shows that the observed macrotwin configuration cannot be formed as a self-ac-
commodating shape, but if one is forced to form (e.g., as a result of separate growth processes) it will yield a
macrotwin interface along a former {1 0 0} plane of the austenite. From the experimental images, several
structural features are observed accommodating the small change in orientation needed for this configu-
ration.
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